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Activities
Hopefully everyone enjoyed baking!

Have you ever created your own game? This week you can 

create your own game called ‘Truck Rescue’.

What I need: Ziplock bag, some rocks, cardboard, markers

What to do:

1. On the cardboard draw the road and truck.

2. Place cardboard and the small rocks in a ziplock bag.

How to Play:  Push each of the rocks along the road and in the 

truck one-by-one.

Why not add some colour to your garden by

following out step-by-step guide on how to plant flowers!

May 25th – June 1st

Kare's Family Support Team are available from 10am to 6pm Monday to Friday

If you have anything that you would like to discuss or are looking for some support, 

please contact: familysupport@kare.ie

045 480207

Social Connections
How did you find using WhatsApp to complete a group 

call?

This week why not try send a voice note on WhatsApp.  

You can create a voice note by following this video!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zN7LllEhbfw#action=sh

are

Audio 
Available

mailto:familysupport@kare.ie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zN7LllEhbfw#action=share


Healthy Habits
We can find it difficult to decide what you keep and what not to 

keep when clearing out rooms.  Here are 8 creative ways to 

declutter:

1. Start by decluttering 5 minutes everyday.

2. Get four boxes label them: bin, give away, keep and relocate.

3. Give one item away every week which you do not use.

4. Donate items you do not use to charity.

5. Donate clothes you never wear.

6. Make a list of places you would like to declutter.

7. Take before and after pictures to show change.

8. Get help. Many hands make light work!

Physical Activity
Well done on completing Joe Wicks exercises! Did you join in to 

move to the groove on Facebook? This week why not try more 

exercises from Joe Wicks.

This week there are two exercises to choose from:

15 minute standing up HIIT:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSXr6V9q6rM

10 minute exercises using a chair:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybVMu31DLQU

Let us know how you find these exercises!

Emotional Well-Being
This week we will focus on our relationships.

Who are the important people in my life? 

Who can you connect with today (in reality, over the telephone, 

online)?  

In what way could you make a small, positive difference to 

someone else?  

How can you show interest in another person or their 

work/hobbies/family?  

How can you show kindness to, or simply be with, an animal? 

Find out more below!

Remember to keep an eye on the Kare Facebook page for upcoming live events. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSXr6V9q6rM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybVMu31DLQU


Planting Flowers







PERMA Model

The PERMA model is an approach used to give people a 
heightened sense of well-being and meaning in their 
lives. The PERMA model describes 5 elements that 
help people with their wellbeing. 

Positive emotions (Things that make me smile) 

Engagement (Things that I enjoy and keep my focus) 

Relationships (Key relationships in my life) 

Meaning (What give my life meaning) 

Accomplishments (What gives me a sense of 
achievement) 

Each week we will look at one of the elements of the 
PERMA model. This week we will be looking at 
Relationships. Attached are a list of questions that we 
can reflect on each day. These questions act as a 
reflection on the relationships that we might experience 
each day. If we wish, we can reflect on these questions 
on our own or we can do it together as a group.



Relationships
Questions for planning actions 
in the Relationship domain of 

the PERMA 
• Relationships (Key relationships in 

my life) 

• Questions for planning actions in 
the Relationship domain of the 
PERMA 






